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MAXIMUM VERSATILITY
The ProCartTM provides complete storage and transport for your diverse project needs.

Add even more versatility to your ProCart with Akro-Mils' extensive line 
of bins, totes, and containers. Together, they offer a virtually limitless 
selection of storage and transport options for order picking, tools and 

supplies storage, or a work center. Contact your local Akro-Mils 
distributor to create your custom storage combination.
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Note: All carts, Rail Kits,
AkroBins and other 

containers sold separately.
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ProCart's sturdy construction, moveable side gates,
compartment-filled handle, and I-beam posts provide 

functionality, but it's in your warehouse that 
ProCart best proves its versatility. Use it for 

inventory, order picking, packaging, or 
anywhere you need a portable workstation.
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* Get even higher density storage with the AkroBins by using

the ProCart’s optional Rail Kit shown on page 18.

Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 30239 AkroBins
stacked on bottom shelf.*
Total of 24 bins per cart.
Bin size:
10.75'' L x 8.25'' W x 7'' H.

"
" Small ProCart 30930

Shown with 30230 AkroBins
stacked on bottom shelf.*
Total of 20 bins per cart.
Bin size:
10.88'' L x 5.5'' W x 5'' H.

"

AKROBINS®

Heavy-duty polypropylene bins securely stack atop each other
and hang from rail systems* for high-density storage.
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The ProCart’s refined looks conceal a level of durability 
surpassing typical plastic, metal, or wood carts.
Molded of high-density polyethylene structural

foam, the ProCart has a 400-lb. capacity, is
dent-resistant, rustproof, and unaffected by

weak acids, alkalis, oils, or grease.

Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 30776 NSB™

stacked on bottom shelf.*
Total of 15 bins per cart.
Bin size:
17.88'' L x 6.62'' W x 7'' H.

"
Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 30778 NSB™

stacked on bottom shelf.*
Total of 12 bins per cart.
Bin size:
17.88'' L x 8.38'' W x 7'' H.

"

NSBEESTM

The only small parts bin that can nest and stack, versatile NSBees help
organize work areas and expand storage space.
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"

* Rail Kit is not required to support NSB’s.

Tip:
Use long bins, facing only 
one side of cart to store long
parts. Use AkroBins on Rail Kit 
or drawer cabinets to maximize
storage for small parts.
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We created the ProCart for people who need a cart
with maximum utility. It has the flexibility to provide

accessible, mobile supplies while doubling as a
workstation for general projects. The side gates

on both shelves can be folded down for the
convenience of a table top or easily flipped

up for a more controlled surface area.

Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 11115 
Akro-Moduboxes.
Total of 16 bins per cart.
Bin size:
16.5'' L x 10.88'' W x 4.94'' H.

"
Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 11105 
Akro-Moduboxes.
Total of 28 bins per cart.
Bin size:
16.5'' L x 10.88'' W x 2.94'' H.

"

AKRO-MODUBOXES
Durable Moduboxes protect fragile items in storage or transfer. Optional
dividers create compartments for organizing small-to-medium size parts.

"
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Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 39170 Akro-ALC’s.
Total of 2 ALC’s per cart.
Bin size:
21.5'' L x 15'' W x 17'' H.

"
Small ProCart 30930
Shown with 39085 Akro-ALC’s.
Total of 4 ALC’s per cart.
Bin size:
21.5'' L x 15'' W x 9'' H.

"
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Innovative I-beam posts define ProCart's character
while making the bottom shelf fully accessible.

Our engineers and designers broke the barriers of
conventional form and function to create a cart

that satisfies the demands of any project and
still fits easily into a corporate setting as

well as it does in the warehouse.

"

AKRO-ALC’S
ALC’s are perfect for order-picking, closed-loop distribution, and storage
applications. Attached lids protect contents and never get lost.
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Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 33166 Akro-Grids.
Total of 12 Akro-Grids per cart.
Bin size:
16.5'' L x 10.88'' W x 6'' H.

"
Small ProCart 30930
Shown with 33105 Akro-Grids.
Total of 16 Akro-Grids per cart.
Bin size:
10.88'' L x 8.25'' W x 5'' H.

"
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ProCart's practical features make it right at home 
in any setting. Its rounded edges and corners,

locking wheels, no-tip stability, and easy-to-clean
surface are designed to be user-friendly. Small

items are neatly contained in deep, molded-in
compartments which keep everything from 

paper clips to your coffee mug handy.

"

AKRO-GRIDS
Akro-Grids are compatible with most racks, shelving, and automated material 
handling equipment for efficient storage and transfer of products.
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Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 35185 Akro-NST’s.
Total of 6 NST’s per cart.
Bin size:
18'' L x 11'' W x 9'' H.

Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 35180 Akro-NST’s.
Total of 9 NST’s per cart.
Bin size:
18'' L x 11'' W x 6'' H.

" "
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The ProCart has four wheels and two
shelves–that’s where its similarity to other
carts ends. With its moveable side gates,
the ProCart does what no other utility cart

can; converts from box top to flat top –
quickly adapting to the task at hand.

NEST & STACK TOTES
NST’s are designed for storage, transfer, and shipping applications.
NST’s stack with or without lids and nest when empty.
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Large ProCart 30936
Shown with 30230 AkroBins®

and 19909 Steel Cabinets.*
Total of 4 cabinets, 16 bins
per cart.

"
Small ProCart 30930
Shown with 30230 AkroBins®

and 19909 Steel Cabinets.*
Total of 2 cabinets, 18 bins
per cart.

"

* The 9-Rail Hanging System and suspension straps are required to
hang cabinets on the ProCart. See pg.18 for details.
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Flexibility is attained with ProCart's
optional 9-rail hanging system. Use it

with AkroBins® and Cabinets to add 
a multitude of bin configurations,

or stack large containers alone 
on the lower shelf. The 

possibilities are endless.

STEEL STORAGE CABINETS
Heavy-duty steel-frame cabinets protect and organize small parts for transport
on your ProCart. Strong, high-impact polystyrene drawers are transparent for
instant content identification.

"
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Gray Beige

Colors
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The ProCart glides on durable,
non-marking 5" wheels.

Toe-touch locking rear wheels
stabilize the ProCart for 

loading or to convert it to a
stationary workstation.

"

RAIL KIT
Use the Rail Kit to hang AkroBins® or Cabinets on your ProCart.
Small Rail Kit 30900. Large Rail Kit 30906.
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Small ProCart 30930
40" L x 19.5" W x 34.75" H"

"
Large ProCart 30936
45" L x 24" W x 34.75" H




